
THE REDUNDANCY 
PROCESS EXPLAINED



Redundancy

Redundancy is a potentially fair reason for dismissal.

Redundancy dismissals are caused by a number of reasons:

§ The closure of a business – the employer ceases, or intends to cease, to 
carry on business for purposes for which employee was employed. For example, 
closure of manufacturing business resulting in dismissal of all employees

§ The closure of a particular workplace - Employer closes down 
place at which employee employed to work
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Redundancy cont…

§ A diminished need for employees to carry out work of a 
particular kind. 

Covers different scenarios, including where:
• employer requires fewer employees to do same amount of work 
• there is less work available
• employer no longer requires employees to do the work because of, e.g. the 

introduction of new technology

Employers must be careful when dealing with a business 
reorganisation or restructuring exercise 
Generally not a redundancy situation simply because work 
carried out under different terms and conditions or by a different 
type of employee
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Redundancy cont…

Where a genuine redundancy exists employers must follow 
the correct procedure and make redundancy and notice 
period payments (where applicable). 

Failure to follow the correct procedure may leave the 
employer open to unfair dismissal claims or protective 
awards. Always seek advice before commencing any 
redundancy process. 
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Alternatives to redundancy
Before beginning the redundancy process employers 
should consider if there are alternative measures that could 
be put in place to reduce the need for redundancies.
These might be:

§ Furlough and The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme – in 
order to utilise the scheme, you must have previously furloughed the affected 
employees for 3 minimum of 3 weeks prior to 10th June 2020. If you have not 
done so, you would be unable to select this option. If however, this is the case, 
you should consider continuing to furlough for the remainder of the scheme 
(closes 31st October 2020) and the review the situation periodically to see if 
things change. 

§ reducing overtime
§ reducing the use of temporary workers
§ re-training employees into other areas (redeployment)
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Alternatives to redundancy cont…

§ reducing sub-contracting 
§ recruitment freeze
§ temporary lay-offs or short-working
§changing terms and conditions such as a wage freeze, 

wage cut, reduction in bonus or pension contributions.
As part of the consultation process, employers need to 
discuss these alternatives with staff and should not just 
assume that staff would not be willing to consider 
alternatives to redundancies
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Alternatives to redundancy cont…
Offer voluntary redundancy or early retirement
The offer needs to cover the whole workforce and it must always be the 
employee's choice to volunteer. Do not pressure anyone or single a person out.
For example, the employer could be accused of age discrimination if they only 
offer early retirement to older employees.
Employers do not have to select an employee just because they volunteered. 
For example, if the most experienced employee volunteers, the employer can 
explain that they’re not selecting them.
It's a good idea to make clear to employees early on that voluntary 
redundancy or early retirement is not automatically given.
Employers must have a fair way of selecting employees who do get voluntary 
redundancy or early retirement.
The employer can offer extra redundancy pay if they want to encourage 
employees to volunteer.
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The Redundancy Process
The need for collective consultation is set out in law, and applies 
when 20 or more jobs are being made redundant. 
It is important to note that employers should consult at an early 
enough stage to determine whether redundancies are necessary, not 
after the decision has been taken that redundancy is the only course 
of action open to the organisation. 
The consultation process should precede any public announcement 
of the redundancy programme and the issue of notices of 
termination. It is important to ensure the responsibility for 
communication is not delegated to employee representatives during 
the consultation process.
Use an appropriate format to communicate with employees. An 
email or text is not an appropriate way to announce the possibility of 
a redundancy.
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The Redundancy Process cont…

Identifying the selection pool
Employers must identify the group of employees known as the 
selection pool for redundancy. This will take include:
§ those who undertake a similar type of work
§ those who work in a particular department
§ those who work at a relevant location
§ those whose work has ceased or been reduced, or is expected to 

do so. 
In some redundancy situations, the employer may identify more than 
one selection pool. 
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The Redundancy Process cont…
How long should consultation last for? 
There is no time limit on how long consultations may last, but there is a 
minimum period before you can dismiss any employees, based on the 
number of employees to be made redundant, these are: 
§ 100 or more employees - 45 days
§ 20-99 employees - 30 days

For dismissals of less than 20, your consultation period must be deemed 
reasonable and meaningful to allow for a fair process (would advise a 
minimum of 2 weeks). 
The employer must follow ‘collective consultation’ rules if making 20 or more 
employees redundant within any 90-day period at a single establishment.
Failure to consult with employees in a redundancy situation, will almost 
certainly be deemed unfair.
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The Redundancy Process cont…

Making the announcement
Employers must providing the following information (and follow it 
up in writing):
§ the reasons for redundancies
§ the numbers and categories of employees involved
§ the numbers of employees in each category
§ how they plan to select employees for redundancy
§ how they’ll carry out redundancies
§ how they’ll work out redundancy payments
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The Redundancy Process cont…

Starting the Consultation Process
Where 20 or more employees are to be made redundant, 
employers must complete consult collectively. 

If affected employees are represented by a recognised union, 
consult with that union’s representatives. A trade union 
representative is an official or other person authorised by a 
trade union to carry out collective bargaining with the 
employer.

Any employees not represented by a union need to be 
represented by employee representatives.
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The Redundancy Process cont…

"Employee representatives" are people:
§ specifically elected for redundancy consultation or
§ who have authority to receive information and be consulted 

about proposed dismissals on behalf of affected employees
When planning the redundancy process, employers will need to 
build in extra time to allow for employee representatives’ 
election.
Election could take between two and four weeks.
Collective consultation cannot start until representatives are in 
place.
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The Redundancy Process cont…
Election of Employee Representatives Checklist
§ Make such arrangements as are reasonably practicable to ensure fair election
§ Determine number of representatives to be elected ensuring sufficient representatives to represent 

interests of all affected employees
§ Determine whether affected employees should be represented by representatives of all affected 

employees or of a particular class of those employees

§ Before election, determine term of office of representatives ensuring term sufficiently long to enable 
consultation

§ Ensure candidates for election are "affected employees" on date of election

§ No affected employee must be unreasonably excluded from standing for election
§ All affected employees on date of election must be entitled to vote

§ Employees are entitled to vote for as many candidates as there are representatives to be elected
§ Ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that voting is in secret 
§ Ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that votes are accurately counted
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The Redundancy Process cont…
Consultation
Consult with appropriate representatives about ways of:

§ avoiding dismissals

§ reducing the number of employees to be dismissed

§ mitigating the consequences of dismissal

Employers should consult with a view to reaching agreement; keep 
an open mind and properly consider any representations from 
representatives.
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The Redundancy Process cont…
The employer must disclose the following information to appropriate 
representatives in writing:
§ reasons for proposals
§ numbers and description of employees it proposes to dismiss as redundant
§ total number of employees of that description employed at establishment 

in question
§ proposed method of selecting employees who may be dismissed
§ proposed method of carrying out dismissals
§ proposed method of calculating amount of any enhanced redundancy 

payments
§ number of agency workers working temporarily for it, parts of business in 

which they work and type of work they perform
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The Redundancy Process cont…
§ It is important to:

§Give specified information to appropriate representatives 
personally or post to address they specify

§ In case of trade union representatives, post information to 
union’s main or head office

§ If affected employees fail to elect employee 
representatives within a reasonable time, give each 
affected employee the information
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The Redundancy Process cont…
All employees have the right to at least one individual 
consultation meeting. The employer must talk with each 
employee individually to explain changes and get their 
ideas and feedback. 
When to consult individual employees in a large-scale 
redundancy
Employers may need to be flexible about how they arrange 
individual consultations.
Sometimes employers need to wait until collective 
consultation has ended before consulting individual 
employees who may be at risk of redundancy. But there 
may be situations when it's appropriate to run collective 
and individual consultations at the same time.
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The Redundancy Process cont…
Selecting Employees for Redundancy

The employer must select employees for redundancy in a fair way and not 
discriminate against any individuals or groups. 
Employers should use a selection criteria such as:
§ standard of work
§ skills, qualifications or experience 
§ attendance record, which must be accurate and not include absences relating 

to disability, pregnancy or maternity
§ disciplinary record
Assessment of each employee should be carried out by someone with direct 
knowledge of the employee's work 
Any selection matrix MUST be consulted with employees/representatives/trade 
union before scoring is carried out. 
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The Redundancy Process cont…
Providing Notice of Redundancy
Employers must only provide notice of redundancy once consultation 
process is concluded for all employees.

The employer should provide written confirmation of the redundancy 
and include:
§ their notice period
§ leaving date
§ how much redundancy pay they're due and how it is calculated 
§ any other pay owed to them (for example holiday pay)
§ when and how they will be paid
§ how they can appeal
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The Redundancy Process cont…
How much notice should be given
Employers must give employees at least the statutory notice period. 
This is based on how long they've worked for the company. The 
employer should check the employment contract as this may 
included a longer notice period, in which case this should be 
provided. 
Statutory Notice is as follows:
§ 1 month to 2 years – the minimum notice is 1 week
§ 2 to 12 years – the minimum notice is 1 week for each year they've 

worked
§ 12 years or more – the minimum notice is 12 weeks
Where the contract allows, payment in lieu of notice can be made. 
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Redundancy Pay
Employees with 2 years continuous service or more are entitled to 
Statutory Redundancy Pay at a rate set out by the government (the 
current rate can be found at gov.uk).
Employees will get:
§ half a week’s pay for each full year under age 22
§ one week’s pay for each full year 22 or older, but under 41
§ one and half week’s pay for each full year 41 or older 
Length of service is capped at 20 years and the weekly amount is also 
capped (this amount changes every April) 
Redundancy payments are tax free up to £30,000. 
Some employers may offer enhanced redundancy payments, but 
there is no requirement to do so.
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Redundancy Pay
In addition to Statutory Redundancy Pay, employers must 
pay payment in lieu of notice if they are not required to 
work the notice period, as well as any accrued and 
untaken holidays up to the date of dismissal. 
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Support for Employees
Redundancy is an upsetting an difficult time for both those 
affected employees and the remaining staff. It is important 
that the employers provides support to these individuals. 
Support for those being made redundant could be:
§Help with CV writing
§Help with looking for another job
§ Time off for training or searching for a job
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Support for Employees
For those employees remaining; there will be mixed 
emotions. They may be feeling worried or anxious about 
their own role or be feeling demotivated and less engaged. 
It is important to explain to employees who are remaining, 
what’s happening, why it is happening and what the plans 
for the future look like. 
Regular communication will aid staff moral and 
engagement and aid the success of the future of the 
organisation. 
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Appeals
Despite every effort to ensure that the correct process is 
followed and while the employer may feel as though all 
elements of the process were covered, the employee does 
still have a right to appeal the decision to terminate their 
employment on the grounds of redundancy.
Appeals should be heard without delay and as per the 
Company’s appeals process. 
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Support for employers 

The redundancy legislation and process can be complex 
and it is important to get some advice! 

Contact us:
0203 936 9171

info@harwoodhrsolutions.co.uk

mailto:info@harwoodhrsolutions.co.uk


Why Harwood?
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